High-Grade Articular, Bursal, and Intratendinous Partial-Thickness Rotator Cuff Tears: A Retrospective Study Comparing Functional Outcomes After Completion and Repair
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The Ellman classification of partial-thickness rotator cuff tears (PTRCTs) is based on tear location or subtype (A, articular; B, bursal; C, intratendinous) and tear depth (grade 1, <3 mm; grade 2, 3-6 mm; grade 3, >6 mm). Ruotolo and colleagues reported that the medial-lateral insertion width of the supraspinatus averaged 12.1 mm, and most authors have indicated that tear depth of 6 mm or more represents 50% tendon thickness. Therefore, Ellman grade 3 tears are considered high-grade (>50% thickness).

Advancements in shoulder arthroscopy, imaging modalities, and clinical research have helped refine our understanding of PTRCTs. Classic teaching based on the retrospective study by Weber calls for simple débridement of low-grade (<50%) tears and repair of tears thicker than 50%. According to this standard, Ellman grade 1 and 2 tears should be débrided and grade 3 tears repaired. However, Cordasco and colleagues provided evidence supporting an algorithm reformation based on tear location. In their study, results of simple débridement were significantly worse for Ellman grade 2B PTRCTs than for 2A tears, suggesting low-grade bursal tears should also be repaired. Although their study supported a change in operative management for grade 2 tears, to our knowledge no one has investigated the need for differing surgical treatments for grade 3 subtypes based on tear location.

Several studies have demonstrated the efficacy of arthroscopic completion and repair for high-grade PTRCTs of the supraspinatus. Although all these studies addressed articular- and bursal-sided tears, there has been relative silence with respect to the intratendinous subtype. One explanation is that these tears, given their interstitial nature, pose diagnostic challenges. Histologic research has also shown that they can exist in combination with other tears. Despite such challenges, these tears are well documented. They were identified in the seminal study by Ellman and were the most common PTRCTs encountered in a well-known cadaveric study (N = 249). More recently, in 2011, a radiologic study using magnetic resonance arthrography found that 33.8% of PTRCTs were intratendinous (N = 68). That study also documented the case of a nonoperatively treated intratendinous tear that progressed to a full-thickness tear within about 6 months. Given these facts, it was important for the current PTRCT debate to include an intratendinous group when investigating treatment algorithms for grade 3 tears. Although results of the present study may continue reformation of the 50% algorithm, we hypothesized that...
arthroscopic completion and repair of all grade 3 PTRCTs will be equally effective, regardless of tear location.

**Materials and Methods**

After obtaining Institutional Review Board approval for this study, we retrospectively reviewed the operative reports of a fellowship-trained shoulder surgeon for the period 2008–2010. Patients who underwent arthroscopic completion and repair of a supraspinatus tendon PTRCT were identified. Preoperative identification of PTRCT was made on the basis of physical examination and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings (Figures 1-3).
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**Figure 1.** Coronal magnetic resonance imaging of grade 3 articular-sided partial-thickness rotator cuff tear.
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**Figure 2.** Coronal magnetic resonance imaging of grade 3 bursal-sided partial-thickness rotator cuff tear.
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For inclusion, MRI findings were compared with intraoperative findings to confirm tear location. For intratendinous tears, MRI typically displays signal changes within the tendon without extension to the articular or bursal surfaces. These scans were then used to help locate the intratendinous tear during surgery. Nakagawa and colleagues\textsuperscript{12} reported a similar approach. Patients with concomitant shoulder procedures (eg, superior labral débridement, subacromial decompression) were included. Surgery was indicated in cases of failed nonoperative management consisting of physical therapy (PT), use of oral nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and, in some cases, local steroid injection. PT consisted of a 6- or 8-week formal program that included strengthening and stretching exercises and home exercise instruction. Local steroid injection consisted of 3 cc of lidocaine 1% without epinephrine and 1 to 4 mg of dexamethasone administered to the subacromial space.

Patients with low-grade PTRCTs of the supraspinatus, identified at time of arthroscopy, were excluded, as were patients with tears that extended into other rotator cuff tendons and patients with previous rotator cuff repair, glenohumeral instability, or adhesive capsulitis.

During the initial appointment, each patient completed a standard questionnaire that included standardized subjective scales evaluating pain and function. A fellowship-trained surgeon then took the patient’s history and performed a physical examination. Postoperative clinical outcome was determined at a minimum of 12 months. Clinical outcomes were assessed with 3 validated outcome measures: visual analog scale (VAS) score, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) score, and Constant score.

**Surgical Procedure and Rehabilitation**

All procedures were performed with the patient under general anesthesia with or without an interscalene block. The patient was positioned in the upright beach-chair position. Diagnostic arthroscopy was used to assess the rotator cuff and associated pathologic conditions. If impingement was noted, subacromial decompression was performed. An acromioplasty was limited to removal of osteophytic bone. Distal clavicle excision and biceps tenotomy or tenodesis were performed if preoperative evaluation warranted these procedures.

The rotator cuff was assessed from the articular and bursal sides. For articular PTRCTs, a tagging suture was used to identify the lesion from the bursal side. Bursal-sided tears were probed to assess thinning of the tendon and determine tear grade. If preoperative MRI findings suggested an intratendinous tear, a probe was used to confirm thinning of the tendon. An arthroscopic shaver was then carefully used to débride the capsule on either side of the tendon at the location of the suspected tear. The shaver inevitably penetrated the capsule and entered the tear, where any degenerative tissue was further débrided (Figure 4).
Tear depth and percentage for all tear locations were determined with the aid of a calibrated arthroscopic probe with a 3-mm bent arm after débridement of degenerative tissue was complete (Figure 5).

Removal of frayed tendon before depth determination is a method recommended in the literature. The operative indication for completion and repair was a tear exceeding 50% tendon thickness, satisfying Ellman’s grade 3 criteria. All PTRCTs in this study were then converted to full-thickness tears.

After the PTRCT was completed to full thickness, the rotator cuff footprint on the greater tuberosity was débrided to bleeding cortical bone. Depending on tear length, 1 or 2 Bio-Corkscrew absorbable suture anchors (Arthrex) with 2 No. 2 FiberWire sutures (Arthrex) were then placed in the tuberosity 3 to 5 mm lateral to the articular margin. An arthroscopic suture passer was used to move the 2 sutures through the rotator cuff, such that one was placed in the horizontal mattress and the other was placed in a simple fashion deep to the horizontal mattress. The sutures were then tied with a modified Roeder knot.

A standardized postoperative protocol was used for all patients starting within the first week after surgery. Passive range of motion (ROM) was performed for the first 6 weeks after surgery and was advanced to include active ROM from 6 to 8 weeks after surgery. Strengthening was initiated 8 weeks after surgery.

**Statistical Analysis**

Power analysis demonstrated that a sample size of 20 in each group was adequate for detecting a medium to large effect size with 80% power. Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the preoperative and postoperative scores for each outcome measure, and analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the amount of improvement for each of the 3 PTRCT subtypes. Paired t test was used to compare preoperative and postoperative
ROM values, and unpaired t tests were used to determine the impact of corticosteroid injections and preoperative PT. For statistical analysis, patients were divided into 2 groups (yes, no) regarding injections and 2 groups (yes, no) regarding PT. Last, multiple linear regression analyses were performed for each outcome measure to determine the impact of potential confounders. Covariates included symptom duration, etiology, age, injection, PT, tear location, percentage of tendon torn (medial-lateral), and tear length (anterior-posterior). P < .05 was considered significant.

Results

Patient Sample and Demographics

Sixty-seven patients underwent arthroscopic repair of a PTRCT—22 grade 3A, 23 grade 3B, and 22 grade 3C. In each of the 3 groups, 20 patients returned for end-of-healing evaluation. Thus, the study population consisted of 60 patients (60 shoulders). The 7 patients who did not return for end-of-healing evaluation or who could not be contacted were excluded from the study.

Table 1 summarizes the key patient demographics. Of the 60 patients, 35 were men and 25 were women.

Table 1

Mean age at time of surgery was 47.43 years (range, 29-66 years). There were no throwing athletes in the study population. The dominant shoulder was involved in 32 (53%) of the 60 cases. Mean (SD) time from symptom onset to surgery was 14.23 (10.08) months. There was little variance among the articular, bursal, and intratendinous means with respect to age (50.4, 45.15, and 46.75 years, respectively) and time from symptom onset to surgery (13.4, 13.55, and 15.75 months, respectively). Mechanism of injury was traumatic (eg, motor vehicle crash, pulling, pushing, fall) in 32 cases and insidious in 28 cases. Forty patients (66.67%) had received at least 1 injection before surgery; mean time from injection to surgery was 4.36 months. Of the 46 patients (76.67%) who underwent a preoperative PT regimen, 32 (69.57%) completed 6 to 8 weeks of PT, and the other 14 completed either a 4-week program or a program lasting longer than 8 weeks. Mean time from completion of PT to surgery was 4.16 months.

Range of Motion

The sample as a whole exhibited statistically significant improvement in active ROM (Table 2).
Mean forward flexion improved from 138° to 157° (P < .0001), mean external rotation improved from 67° to 71° (P = .0119), mean abduction improved from 135° to 157° (P < .0001), and mean internal rotation improved from the 12th to the 7th thoracic vertebra (P < .0003). There was significant improvement in all planes of motion in each tear location group, exception for the bursal and intratendinous groups in external rotation, which exhibited mean increases of only 3.5° (P = .3142) and 1° (P = .6347), respectively.

Operative Findings

Operative findings included mean tear thickness of 74% for the sample as a whole and mean anterior-to-posterior tear length of 10.7 mm overall. There was very little variance among the articular, bursal, and intratendinous means with respect to percentage of tear thickness (78.3%, 75.0%, and 68.8%, respectively) and anterior-to-posterior tear thickness (11.5 mm, 11.4 mm, and 9.1 mm, respectively). Each of the 6 tears (3 bursal, 2 articular, 1 intratendinous) that were longer than 15 mm required 2 anchors. Fifty-nine repairs (98%) involved subacromial decompression, 38 (63%) involved acromioclavicular resection, 18 (30%) involved débridement of the superior labrum anterior-to-posterior (SLAP), and 12 (20%) involved biceps tenodesis/tenotomy.

Outcome Measures

In the study population as a whole, and in all 3 tear subtypes, postoperative improvement in VAS, ASES, and Constant scores was statistically significant (Table 3).

Postoperative VAS scores were improved by 3.9 points in the 3A group, by 4.2 points in the 3B group, and by 4.8 points in the 3C group. ASES scores were improved by 38.2 points in the 3A group, by 36.0 points in the 3B group, and by 42.5 points in the 3C group. Constant scores were improved by 25.1 points in the 3A group, by 25.1 points in the 3B group, and by 24.1 points in the 3C group. ANOVA revealed no significant difference in preoperative-to-postoperative improvement among the 3 PTRCT subtypes (VAS scores, P = .5258; ASES scores, P = .4950; Constant scores, P = .9524).

Multiple linear regression analyses showed that etiology, symptom duration, and steroid injection were the primary predictors of each outcome. After the other variables were adjusted for, injection (vs noninjection) seemed to be associated with more improvement in ASES (P = .0061), VAS (P = .020), and Constant (P = .067) scores. Insidious (vs traumatic) etiology was significantly associated with more improvement in ASES scores (P = .033) and VAS scores (P = .014) but not Constant scores (P = .50). Longer time from symptom onset to surgery was associated with less improvement, though the coefficient was not statistically significant in any of the models.
at $P = .05$. The other possible covariates had no significant impact on outcomes.

**Complications**

There were no intraoperative or postoperative complications, and there were no incidents of recurrent rotator cuff tear or postoperative stiffness.

**Discussion**

We investigated the effectiveness of arthroscopic completion and repair of Ellman grade 3 PTRCTs by comparing the functional outcomes for each subtype. Although several studies have analyzed results of PTRCT repair, they all either omitted intratendinous tears or were not grade-specific. In a systematic review, Strauss and colleagues discussed 4 PTRCT outcome studies in which only articular- and bursal-sided tears were addressed. Of these studies, only 1 (Kamath and colleagues) focused on grade 3 lesions, and the number of bursal tears was insufficient for comparison with the articular tear group. Cordasco and colleagues limited their study to grade 1 and 2 tears but did not include intratendinous lesions.

In other research, Itoi and Tabata distinguished among the 3 subtypes but did not measure grade. As we did in our study, Deutsch focused on grade 3 lesions and used the completion-and-repair method, but he did not include intratendinous tears. Porat and colleagues reviewed grade 3 completion-and-repair results but did not compare them by subtype. Last, Uchiyama and colleagues reported strong outcomes for intratendinous tears but did not measure grade and used various surgical methods.

These studies have made important contributions to the ongoing PTRCT discussion, but debate about appropriate operative management persists. To limit the influence of external variables and provide the most exhaustive evidence regarding current PTRCT treatment algorithms, we designed the present study to consider outcomes with all 3 Ellman subtypes, only grade 3 lesions of the supraspinatus, only 1 surgical method, and consistent techniques of only 1 fellowship-trained shoulder surgeon.

Results of this chart review confirmed the findings of other grade 3 PTRCT repair studies. For instance, Koh and colleagues reported excellent results of 38 grade 3B PTRCTs completed to full thickness and repaired. Specifically, their mean ASES and Constant scores improved 34.1 and 23.7 points, respectively. These results are similar to our ASES and Constant score improvements—38.9 and 24.7 points for the group as a whole and 36 and 25.1 points for the grade 3B cohort. In addition, our ASES scores are nearly identical to the preoperative (46.1) and postoperative (82.1) ASES scores found by Kamath and colleagues. Although the mean ASES and VAS score improvements reported by Deutsch (51 and 5.7 points, respectively) were slightly better than ours, these results are still comparable and support completion and repair.

Although results of the study by Cordasco and colleagues support differing surgical treatments of grade 2 tears based on location, the present findings support the established 50% algorithm for all 3 high-grade PTRCTs. The completion-and-repair method not only produced significant improvements for each PTRCT subtype, but, importantly, there was no significant difference among those outcomes. Unlike previous results for grade 2 tears, the present results confirmed the established algorithm for grade 3 tears.

Our multiple linear regression analyses suggested that etiology, longer duration of symptoms, and steroid injections each had a strong impact on outcomes. The literature on these preoperative factors is often conflicting,
and our results continue the trend. For instance, in a study of acute rotator cuff tears, Petersen and Murphy\textsuperscript{19} studied acute rotator cuff tears and also found tear size had no significant effect on functional outcomes. However, contrary to our findings, they did not find symptom duration to be a significant predictor of results. Also contrary to our findings, Oh and colleagues\textsuperscript{20} found age and tear size to be significant influences on outcomes for full-thickness tears. The strong correlation of preoperative steroid injection and better outcomes is novel and warrants further investigation.

In this study, we investigated the effectiveness of the completion-and-repair method in treating Ellman grade 3 PTRCTs. Although our findings validate this surgical technique, we acknowledge alternative approaches to high-grade PTRCTs. For instance, the transtendon method, which does not convert PTRCTs to full thickness, has also shown good clinical outcomes.\textsuperscript{21-23} In fact, the preoperative and postoperative VAS measures used in our study are nearly identical to those used in an Ellman grade 3A transtendon repair study.\textsuperscript{1} However, we agree with Porat and colleagues\textsuperscript{17} that the remaining, intact cuff material of PTRCTs is degenerative and may result in poor fixation, increased pain, or retear. In addition, nonoperative treatment typically is attempted before surgery, though little evidence is reported for success specifically in high-grade PTRCTs. One study found that 91\% of PTRCT patients were still satisfied 4 years after nonoperative treatment, but it was noted that many of the tears were low-grade.\textsuperscript{24} To continue an evidence-based discussion on the more effective treatment, we invite advocates of alternative approaches to conduct a similar study on all 3 Ellman grade 3 subtypes.

**Study Limitations**

Concomitant procedures were not uniform among all patients and therefore may have affected some outcome measurements. Subacromial decompression was nearly universal, as it was performed for surgical visualization in 98\% of patients. The additional procedures were also deemed necessary based on the preoperative assessment and arthroscopic findings. Although these procedures may have influenced outcome measurements, similar studies regularly include them as well.\textsuperscript{5-7,17} Our minimum 12-month follow-up could be considered a restriction, as other studies have cited a 2-year follow-up threshold.\textsuperscript{5-7} However, Strauss and colleagues\textsuperscript{13} endorsed a 12-month standard in their systematic review. Last, about 10\% (7/67) of our initial patients were lost to follow-up; this percentage, however, is comparable to what has been reported in other PTRCT studies.\textsuperscript{4-6,14,15,21,22}

**Conclusion**

Our study findings validate use of the current algorithm for Ellman grade 3 PTRCTs of the supraspinatus and advocate their completion and repair, regardless of tear location.
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